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Rumor has it that Microsoft is thinking about dramatically reducing prices on 
Windows RT tablets to stimulate sales. Considering the fact that RT hasn’t sold 
well against the competition, this is not surprising. But we believe this is a wrong 
approach for Microsoft to pursue for longer term success in tablets. 
 
Microsoft has lost its focus in tablets. Why does it think it can “dumb down” its OS 
to please users who have grown accustomed to the features and functions of a full 
Windows OS experience? If Microsoft believes its OS is not competitive with iOS or 
Android, it should do something about that directly. And it can’t compete on a direct 
cost basis with Android at the low end, nor should it try. 
 
The way Microsoft wins is to be seen as a premium brand (like Apple) not a cut 
rate low cost solution. It needs to pick a set of features that everyone wants/needs 
in a tablet. Make sure they work exceedingly well in full Windows 8, including full 
app support/compatibility (giving away a reduced Office app and limiting 
backwards compatibility hasn’t been a successful strategy). It must create a user 
experience that no one can fault as being too difficult and/or unfriendly. And it must 
build a strong brand that appeals to users in the consumer space.  
 
So how should Microsoft do this? Stay with a single OS and eliminate RT 
altogether. Put all its efforts into making the Windows Pro experience what users 
want. Work with Intel and OEMs to make the Widows 8 tablet price competitive 
with Android (not at the low end, but at the mid to high end of the market). Build 
incentives for OEMs, as it’s done in the past with PCs, thus leveraging innovation. 
And most importantly, build incentives and community for users with a fast, fully 
compatible, attractive and well priced device. Surface (not Surface RT) should be 
the flagship, but it was priced too high and wasn’t clearly defined as to why it was 
different/better. It can be the flagship, but it can’t carry the entire market. 
 
Microsoft needs some self evaluation. RT is a reaction, not an innovation. Give 
users an innovative experience they like and they will come. React to others by 
incapacitating the user experience and they won’t. If Microsoft really believes that 
Windows 8 is the future, then it needs to stay the course. If it doesn’t, it needs to 
re-architect and/or redo it. The compromises in RT to protect its installed base 
made little sense. Microsoft is at a decision point. Where does it go from here? 
  
Microsoft can still win a significant share of the tablet market, particularly as it’s still 
early in the game. It still has a lot of good will and users that want It to succeed. 
But it needs to better define why users want to buy a Windows tablet. It needs to 
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stay true to its vision of one OS (not a complete OS and a badly disabled one). And 
it needs to work with partners to make the vision real. Intel now has chips that are 
competitive on battery life and performance. And at price points that are finally 
aggressively priced against ARM based chips (Intel’s latest Bay Trail chip based 
tablets should be $199 according to Intel execs). And OEMs are seizing on that 
opportunity to build competitive and innovative products. But it’s not helping itself 
with mixed messages to the marketplace. 
 
Bottom line: Microsoft doesn’t really need an ARM based tablet now that Intel has 
competitive (power and cost) chips available and frankly few users care about the 
chip inside anyway. It needs to innovate and supplement. But not by being the 
“Yugo” of the tablet market with crippled products. A smaller share of higher end 
and higher quality products is better than disillusioned and unhappy users not 
understanding why some of their apps won’t run. Android will own the high volume 
but barely profitable low end of the market. Microsoft should focus on the rest. 
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Next Gen Mobility: Advantage Goes to Intel! 
Intel has been largely absent from powering much of the early mobile personal 
device revolution as ARM and its licensees established near complete dominance 
in low powered devices. Intel couldn’t compete but that is about to change. Intel 
recently announced its next generation of Core chips (Haswell) and a new Atom 
architecture (Silvermont). Many question whether Intel can truly compete with the 
myriad of ARM based designs powering the vast majority of mobile devices. We 
believe it can, and will capture a large share of this market in the next 2-3 years. 
 
Despite its hiatus from mobile devices for the past couple of years, Intel is now 
taking this market seriously and applying its substantial resources to that end. Its 
primary failing – power efficiency- is now being addressed. Its Silvermont 
architecture takes Atom to a new low-power level (its first chips- Clover Trail+ and 
Bay Trail arriving later this year to power tablets, and Merrifield late this year for 
smartphones). These chips are as power efficient as many equivalent-performance 
ARM chips. And indeed, we would argue that the CISC-based x86 instruction set is 
more efficient at processing complex operations than the RISC-based ARM 
instruction sets (see article below). In the Core space, Haswell will offer chips that 
use about 1/3 the power of previous low power PC-targeted Core chips (6 Watts). 
This creates major opportunities for OEMs to innovate in size, battery life, form 
factor, etc., and compete aggressively with lower performance consumer devices 
while maintaining the full PC experience (e.g. Windows 8). 
 
Why is this significant? Imagine a vendor being able to design one tablet device 
with the ability to install either Android or Windows 8, based on user preference. 
That’s only possible with Intel chips inside. Further, imagine a device that has the 
CPU and graphics performance of current generation PCs, but in a 
tablet/convertible format with all day battery running a complete version of 
Windows 8 (not reduced RT). This is possible with Intel (Haswell) devices. 
 
Cleary Intel now takes the mobile market seriously. It’s caught up to the ARM 
players, and in some ways surpassed them. Intel’s competitive advantage in 
process technology (1-2 years ahead of the mainstream commodity chip fabs like 
TSMC) and its sharpened focus on making Atom chips more functionally 
equivalent to its Core family (and not crippled by the desire to maintain arbitrary 
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and counterproductive line of business market separations) says Intel has arrived. 
Its ability to compete head on with Qualcomm’s Snapdragon (Intel’s primary 
competitor), Nvidia’s Tegra (an up and comer), and Samsung’s Exynos (Samsung 
is currently putting an Intel chip in its high end tablets), has established Intel as a 
major player. It’s ability to include state-of-the-art graphics (a major competitive 
disadvantage in the past) as well as embedded security and management 
functions (something important to enterprises and to consumers going forward) 
means it can compete on features beyond just chip size, cost and power. And the 
ability to move from Atom to Core with relatively little power difference but big 
performance gains means vendors can create a family of competitive devices. 
 
But everything is not yet aligned for Intel. The one major failing is that Intel does 
not yet have the ability to integrate an LTE chip into its SoCs as both Qualcomm 
and Nvidia are able to do. Currenlty Intel only furnishes stand alone LTE chips from 
its Infineon division. But this should be resolved in the next 2-3 quarters, removing 
another stumbling block to making Intel competitive in ultraportable devices.  
 
Intel now has the power efficiency and functionality needed to address all parts of 
the mobile device market. While some chips won’t ship for 1-3 quarters, it 
nevertheless has turned the corner. Where some once thought ARM would take 
over the market except for very high end PCs, we are now seeing a re-focused 
Intel saying not so fast. Intel found its “paranoid”  (Andy Grove’s famous “Only the 
paranoid survive” quote).  
 
Bottom Line: We expect Intel to capture 15%-25% of higher end (>$200) tablets 
over the next 3 years. Further, we expect new form factors (e.g., UltraBooks, 
convertibles and touch-enabled devices) to capture >35% of the traditional PC 
market by 2015. Finally, based on Intel’s renewed focus on power efficiency, we 
expect ARM to make little progress outside the markets it currently dominates. 
Indeed, we expect Intel to rapidly push down into some of those markets (e.g., low 
power servers) and take the battle into ARM-based chip territory. 

Does ARM Really Have an Advantage Over 
Intel’s x86 Architecture? 
The concept of the PC is not dead, but it is evolving as we rapidly moving to 
“Mobile 3.0”. Current personal computers are morphing to include next generation 
smartphones, “phablets”, slate-centric tablets, and convertible devices in many 
forms. These devices often have the power of a PC of 2-3 years ago. User desire 
for more performance, more portability and greater battery life is insatiable. To date 
most personal devices have been ARM-based. Is that about to change? 
 
Intel has announced its next generation of x86-based Core chips (Haswell) and 
new Atom architecture (Silvermont). Many question whether Intel can truly 
compete with the myriad of ARM-based designs now powering the vast majority of 
mobile devices from ARM licensees such as Qualcomm, NVidia, Samsung, etc. 
We believe it can. But there is more to it than just producing low power x86 chips. 
 
Much of the competitive argument revolves around the decades old disagreement 
of the overall benefits of RISC (reduced instruction set computing) vs. CISC 
(complex instruction set computing) architectures. While RISC has many 
advantages around simplified silicon and smaller chips (and hence the power 
needed), it also has more difficulty processing complex instructions that CISC 
chips implement in optimized HW acceleration (and RISC does with SW 
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algorithms). When phones were “dumb” devices this was a non-issue as they 
worked quite well within the more limited RISC-based architectures and processing 
constraints. But as smart phones and tablets have evolved to become more 
“computer-like” the amount of complex processes has increased dramatically. This 
is why many cores are being designed into chips (especially the computationally 
complex GPU cores that handle graphics, multimedia, etc.). Indeed, along with the 
many 4 and 8 core CPU chip designs available, we are now seeing as many as 72 
specialized cores (e.g., GPUs) implemented on the same silicon. This increases 
size and uses more power. Power management has improved making each core 
and the full chip more efficient at power management. But complexity of functions 
continues to make this an issue with more HW acceleration being added. 
 
It is generally true (although not always) that CISC architectures handle complex 
calculations much more efficiently than RISC, hence why PCs on RISC chips never 
suceeded (even though several vendors tried, e.g., Transmeta, MIPS, SPARC). It’s 
also generally true that fewer cores are needed with CISC for equivalent 
processing efficiency as more accelerated special functions and instructions are 
implemented in silicon (i.e., doing more with less – its not about how many cores, 
but how they are used in complex computations). And if Intel can neutralize ARM’s 
power and size advantage (as it is doing with advanced processing and 
architecture work in its latest generation chips and beyond), it can enable more 
compelling designs, especially given Intel’s substantial capacity to highly optimize 
SW to run on its platforms (as it has done for Android and Windows). 
 
Bottom Line: It is not clear that ARM has a long term competitive advantage 
because of its RISC-based approach against Intel’s x86 architecture. Clearly ARM 
has momentum on its side based on design wins in current products. But as it must 
add increasing complexity to power more advanced functions, its architectural 
limits represent significant performance constraints. Increasing chip complexity to 
include HW accelerated functions will ultimately increase the power and size of 
ARM-based chips, and negate the advantage it has over the more complex CISC 
implementations, while at the same time CISC implementations are making 
significant advances in power reduction and size. We believe that longer term the 
RISC advantage that ARM currently enjoys over Intel’s CISC architecture will not 
be sustainable. 
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